“Life takes a bit of time and a lot of relationship.”
— W. Paul Young, *The Shack*

*Single? Married? Divorced? Widowed?* It doesn’t matter. *Relationships Matter* is for you! Many individuals desire better relationships but lack the tools necessary to develop them. *Relationships Matter* is a 13-session nationally recognized conference that provides these tools. Using sound psychological advice and biblical direction Dr. Jerry and Lynn Jones explore some of the complex issues and emotions surrounding relationships while incorporating godliness into the solutions:

**Topics include:**
- Families of origin
- Addictive behavior
- Sexuality
- Anger
- Depression
- Pornography
- Financial challenges
- Communication and conflict
- Self esteem

Both professional educators and dynamic communicators, Jerry and Lynn have conducted over 380 seminars in 43 states and three foreign countries over the past 16 years. Sometimes humorous, sometimes sobering, but always insightful, their presentations will provide information to enrich all relationships. Please join us for Relationships Matter! (insert dates, times, etc)